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of what happens when such a fundamentally
unchanging practice as football is reimagined.

J orn thought about art, politics, and society by

o

Nowheresville

turning the hierarchies of’folk’ and ‘high’ culture
on their heads, From carefully adding brushwork
detail to mass-printed non-descript paintings
found in people’s living rooms, to continually
revisiting his own work most famously his
monumental and multi-layered magnum opus
painting Stalingrad the artist reminds us that
closure and conclusion might be obstacles rather
than goals to strive for in creating culture.

What happens when one of the most revered
forms of modern cultural performance football
and its iconic stage the football pitch are
radically reinvented Perhaps surprisingly, one
person to turn to for an answer is the celebrated
20th century Danish philosopher painter Asger
J orn, a key member of avant-garde collectives
COBRA and the Situationist International.
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To that very end, 3SF has three teams, not two.
It has three goals, not two. It is played on a
hexagonal pitch, not a rectangular one. Victory
is secured by conceding the fewest goals, not
scoring the most. It should not come as
a surprise, then, that Jorn takes that most
simple yet irresistible sport, football, and
transforms it into a bewilderingly abstract

Three-sided football (3SF) Jorn dubbed this novel
game, first described in his 1962 lecture-turnedbook The Order of Nature. Buried between
highly theoretical artistic interpretations of Niels
Bohr’s quantum mechanics and Karl Marx’s
historical materialism, 3SF emerges as an example
to paraphrase Pelé
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3SF, the perfect
unity of sport
and philosophy

c:
representation of speculative theory. 3SF marks
the perfect unity of sport and philosophy:
practicable, ponderable, perplexing, playful.

In culture, however, something
in-between goes on: the introduction of a
third thing’ presents alternatives to received
wisdom, forcing the subject onto a path of
radical self-reassessment, Jorn points to the
capability for generative potential within the
3SF game, too. Ifthere is a “growing tension”
between the parties, as he put it, this can “lead
to a genuine explosion”. The move away from
dualities and introduction of a third thing’ creates
new tensions, demonstrating that sometimes our
perspective needs to be readjusted and refocused.
‘

Posited on the eve ofthe Cuban Missile Crisis,
J orn conceived 3SF as a conceptual escape-route
from the stalemate of the Cold War power
play, and perhaps also his own artistic
institutional context, Triolectics transforms a
relationship from antagonistic and adversorial
to partly cooperative, partly neutralising.
As testified by the plethora ofvideos online
showcasing mavericks enacting this avantgarde performance, 3SF is a wildly confusing
and, ultimately, unworkable idea, But this was
precisely Jorn’s point: “There will not be any
interesting play at all”, because the main goal
is to defend, not attack, In politics, breaking
a dual hegemony by heightening defensive
sensibilities is a good thing. In sport, not
so much so.
‘

‘

‘

Inserting something new into a stale duality
can transform not just the totality, but each
ofthe components. 3SF shows how this
works in practice. Without closing off
possibilities for new forms of interaction,
the uncanny assemblage of familiarity
and unfamiliarity in three—sided football
forces us to re-evaluate preconceived values.
Words by Lukas Siothuus
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